In recent years, Boolean Gröbner bases have attracted the attention of many researchers, mainly in connection with cryptography. Several sophisticated methods have been developed for the computation of Boolean Gröbner bases. However, most of them only deal with Boolean polynomial rings over the simplest coefficient Boolean ring GF2. Boolean Gröbner bases for arbitrary coefficient Boolean rings were first introduced by two of the authors almost two decades ago. While the work is not well known among computer algebra researchers, recent active work on Boolean Gröbner bases inspired us to return to their development. In this paper, we introduce our work on Boolean Gröbner bases with arbitrary coefficient Boolean rings.
Introduction
Boolean Gröbner bases have been studied by many researchers in recent years, mainly in connection with cryptography (3; 5; 6; 8) . Several sophisticated methods have been developed for the computation of Boolean Gröbner bases in computer algebra systems such as Singular (27), Magma (14) and PolyBoRi (19) , etc. However, the Boolean Gröbner basis in these works is the Gröbner basis of an ideal in a polynomial ring over the Galois field GF 2 , the simplest Boolean ring. Since GF 2 is actually a field, such a Boolean Gröbner basis is easily computed, with no novel theoretical advances.
An algorithm to compute a Boolean Gröbner basis in a Boolean polynomial ring over an arbitrary coefficient Boolean ring was first introduced in (23) . The key idea is a special monomial reduction which is more complicated than the usual monomial reduction in a polynomial ring over a field. While the algorithm has been implemented and is freely available (24; 26) , the work is not well known to computer algebra researchers.
Recent work on Boolean Gröbner bases inspired us to return to them. Recent theoretical development can be found in (9; 11; 21) , and has led to one of us developing an implementation of Boolean Gröbner bases (10) in the computer algebra system Risa/Asir (18) .
In this paper, we survey our approach to Boolean Gröbner bases. In section 2, we review classical results of Boolean algebra in terms of Boolean rings. Section 3 is devoted to Boolean Gröbner bases, and section 4 considers comprehensive Boolean Gröbner bases. In section 5, we discuss an application to types of combinatorial problems like the popular puzzle Sudoku.
Boolean polynomial ring
In this section, we give several definitions and notations concerning Boolean polynomial rings, and then we show the Boolean extension theorem and Boolean Nullstellensatz, which are important classical results of Boolean algebra. We describe them in terms of Boolean polynomial rings. More details can be found in many text books of Boolean algebra, such as (20) for example. Since −a = a in a Boolean ring, we do not need to use the symbol '−', however, we will use − when we want to stress its meaning. We use the symbol to denote a partial order of a Boolean ring, that is a b if and only if ab = b for elements a, b of a Boolean ring B. Example 1. Let S be an arbitrary set and P(S) be its power set, i.e. the family of all subsets of S. Then, (P(S), ∨, ∧, ¬) becomes a Boolean algebra with the operations ∨, ∧, ¬ as union, intersection and the complement of S respectively. As a Boolean ring, it is isomorphic to GF S 2 that is a commutative ring of all functions from S to GF 2 . Stone's representation theorem tells us any Boolean ring is isomorphic to a sub-algebra of GF S 2 for some set S. Especially, when B is a finite Boolean ring, it is isomorphic to a direct product GF k 2 for some natural number k. Note that a computable Boolean ring need not be finite. For any infinite set S, any family of computable subsets S which is closed under the computable operations ∨, ∧, ¬ is a computable Boolean ring. For example a family of algebraically constructible subsets of K l for some algebraically closed field K with a fixed natural number l forms a computable Boolean ring.
Definition 2. A non-zero element e of a Boolean ring B is said to be atomic if there does not exist a non-zero element c such that ce = c except for c = e. (An atomic element is nothing but a non-zero minimal element w.r.t. . ) Lemma 3. If B is a finite Boolean ring, it has at least one atomic element. Let e 1 , . . . , e k be all the atomic elements of B, then e i e j = 0 for any i = j and e 1 + · · · + e k = 1.
proof We show the last equation, the rest is obvious. If e 1 +· · ·+e k = 1, e 1 +· · ·+e k + 1 = 0. Let c be a minimal element (an atomic element) of B such that e 1 +· · ·+e k +1 c, i.e. c(e 1 + · · · + e k + 1) = c. It follows that c(e 1 + · · · + e k ) = 0. Since c is a minimal element, c = e i for some e i , which leads us to a contradiction e i = e i (e 1 + · · · + e k ) = 0. 2
n − X n becomes a Boolean ring. It is called a Boolean polynomial ring and denoted by B(X 1 , . . . , X n ), its element is called a Boolean polynomial.
Note that a Boolean polynomial of B(X 1 , . . . , X n ) is uniquely represented by a polynomial of B[X 1 , . . . , X n ] that has at most degree 1 for each variable X i . In what follows, we identify a Boolean polynomial with such a representation.
Multiple variables such as X 1 , . . . , X n or Y 1 , . . . , Y m are abbreviated toX orȲ respectively. Lower small roman letters such as a, b, c are usually used for elements of a Boolean ring B. The symbolā denotes an n-tuple of element of B for some n. Forā = (a 1 , . . . , a n ) andb = (b 1 , . . . , b m ), (ā,b) denotes an (n+m)-tuple (a 1 , . . . , a n , b 1 , . . . , b m ). For a Boolean polynomial f (X,Ȳ ) with variablesX andȲ , f (ā,Ȳ ) denote a Boolean polynomial in B(Ȳ ) obtained by specializingX withā.
Definition 5. Let I be an ideal of B(X 1 , . . . , X n ). For a subset S of B, V S (I) denotes a subset {ā ∈ S n |∀f ∈ If (ā) = 0}. When S = B, V B (I) is simply denoted by V (I) and called a variety of I. We say I is satisfiable in S if V S (I) is not empty. When S = B, we simply say I is satisfiable.
Theorem 6 (Boolean extension theorem). Let I be a finitely generated ideal in a Boolean polynomial ring
proof It suffices to show the theorem for n = 1. Note first that any finitely generated ideal is principal in a Boolean ring, that is an ideal f 1 , . . . , f s is equal to the principal ideal f 1 ∨ · · · ∨ f s . Let I = f X 1 + g for some f, g ∈ B(Ȳ ). We claim that I ∩ B(Ȳ ) = f g + g . Since (f + 1)(f X 1 + g) = f g + g, f g + g ∈ I ∩ B(Ȳ ). Conversely, suppose that h ∈ I ∩ B(Ȳ ), i.e. there exist p, q ∈ B(Ȳ ) such that h = (pX 1 + q)(f X 1 + g). Then, h = (pf + pg + qf )X 1 + qg. Since h ∈ B(Ȳ ), we must have pf + pg + qf = 0, from which we have h = qg = f qg + (f + 1)qg = g(pf + pg)
Corollary 7 (Boolean weak Nullstellensatz). For any finitely generated ideal I of a Boolean polynomial ring B(X 1 , . . . , X n ), the variety V (I)(⊆ B n ) of I is an empty set if and only if there exists a non-zero constant element of B in I.
proof If I∩B = {0}, the above proof also works to show that V (I) = ∅. The converse is trivial.
2 Theorem 8 (Boolean strong Nullstellensatz). Let I be a finitely generated ideal of a Boolean polynomial ring B(X 1 , . . . , X n ) such that V (I) = ∅. Then, for any Boolean polynomial h(X) ∈ B(X),
proof Let I = f (X) and B ′ be a Boolean subring of B generated by all the coefficients of f (X) and h(X), i.e. B ′ is the smallest Boolean subring of B which includes all the coefficients of f (X) and h(X). First note that I is also satisfiable in B ′ by the Boolean weak Nullstellensatz. Secondly note that B ′ is finite, because each element of B ′ is a sum of finite elements which have a form a
l where a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a l are the coefficients of f (X) and each n i is either 0 or 1. By Lemma 3, B ′ has atomic elements e 1 , . . . , e k such that e i e j = 0 for any i = j and e 1 + · · · + e k = 1. Suppose now that ∀b ∈ V (I) h(b) = 0. We certainly have the property:
In order to show h(X) ∈ I, we prove the following claims.
proof of Claim2 Let i be fixed and suppose e i f (e i b 1 , . . . , e i b n ) = 0 for elements
. . , n. Then, we have e i a j = e i b j and e t a j = e t c j for each t = i. By Claim 1, we have f (a 1 , . . . , a n ) = 0. By the property (1), we have h(a 1 , . . . , a n ) = 0. By Claim 1 again, we have e i h(e i a 1 , . . . , e i a n ) = 0 which is equivalent to e i h(e i b 1 , . . . , e i b n ) = 0.
′n . By Claim 1, we have e i f (e i b 1 , . . . , e i b n ) = 0. By Claim 2, we have e i h(e i b 1 , . . . , e i b n ) = 0. By Claim 1 again, we have e i h(b 1 , . . . , b n ) = 0. Therefore e i (U h(b 1 , . . . , b n ) + 1) = e i = 0. ⊠ By the last claim and the Boolean weak Nullstellensatz, we can see the ideal e i f (X), e i (U h(X) + 1) contains a non-zero element of B ′ . Since e i is an atomic element of B ′ , it must contain e i . So, there exist Boolean polynomials p(U,X) and q(U,X) of B ′ (U,X) such that e i = e i f (X)p(U,X) + e i (U h(X) + 1)q(U,X). Multiplying both sides by h(X) and substituting 1 for U , we have e i h(X) = e i f (X)p(1,X)h(X), which shows that
The converse is trivial. 2
Boolean Gröbner bases
Boolean polynomial rings are essentially principal ideal rings, that is f 1 , . . . ,
Therefore it suffices to solve a single equation in order to solve a system of equations. A unary equation aX = b for a variable X and elements a, b in a Boolean ring B has a solution if and only if ab = b. When there exists a solution, it has a form X = b + (a + 1)P with a variable P which can have any value of B. For a multivariate single equation f (X 1 , . . . , X n ) = 0, we can apply this process recursively to get a general form of a solution
. . , P n ) with parameters P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n which can have any value of B. Therefore, it is very simple to solve a system of equations in a Boolean polynomial ring at least from a theoretical point of view. When the number l is not small, however, the size of a Boolean polynomial f 1 ∨ · · · ∨ f l exponentially increases with respect to l in general, and the above naive approach fails to apply for systems of equations of a Boolean polynomial ring.
The notion of Boolean Gröbner bases is one of the tools to overcome the above difficulty. A Boolean Gröbner basis is defined as a natural modification of a Gröbner basis in a polynomial ring over a field. Though it was introduced in (23) together with a computation algorithm using a special monomial reduction, the same notion was independently discovered by V.Weispfenning in a polynomial ring over a more general coefficient ring, namely, a commutative von Neumann regular ring (30) . In this section, we describe Boolean Gröbner bases. For the proofs and more detailed descriptions, refer to (25) or (30) .
In what follows, we assume that some admissible term order on a set of power products of variables is given. For a polynomial f in a polynomial ring B[X] over a Boolean ring B, we use the notations LT (f ), LM (f ) and LC(f ) to denote the leading power product, the leading monomial and leading coefficient of f respectively. f − LM (f ) is also denoted by Rd(f ). We also use the notations LT (F ) and LM (F ) to denote the sets {LT (f )|f ∈ F } and {LM (f )|f ∈ F } for a (possibly infinite) subset F of B[X]. T (X) denotes the set of power products consisting of variablesX.
Let s is a term of T (X), b is an element of B such that ab = 0 and p is any polynomial of B [X] . A monomial reduction → f by f is defined as follows:
Theorem 11. When F is finite, → F is noetherian, that is there is no infinite sequence of polynomials g 1 , g 2 , . . . such that g i → F g i+1 for each i = 1, 2, . . ..
Theorem 12. Let I be an ideal of a polynomial ring B[X].
A finite subset G of I is a Gröbner basis of I if and only if ∀h ∈ I h * → G 0.
Using our monomial reductions, a reduced Gröbner basis is defined exactly as in a polynomial ring over a field. A Gröbner basis G is reduced if each polynomial of G is not reducible by a monomial reduction of any other polynomial of G. In a polynomial ring over a field, a reduced Gröbner basis is uniquely determined. In our case, however, this property does not hold.
In a polynomial ring B[X], {(1, 0)X, (0, 1)X} and {(1, 1)X} are both reduced Gröbner bases of the same ideal.
In order to have a unique Gröbner basis, we need one more definition.
Definition 13. A reduced Gröbner basis G is said to be stratified if G does not contain two polynomials which have the same leading power product.
Theorem 14. If G and G ′ are stratified Gröbner bases of the same ideal w.r.t. some term order, then G = G ′ .
In the above example, {(1, 1)X} is the stratified Gröbner basis, but the other is not.
Definition 15. For a polynomial f , LC(f )f is called a Boolean closure of f , and denoted by bc(f ). If f = bc(f ), f is said to be Boolean closed.
Theorem 16. Let G be a Gröbner basis of an ideal I, then bc(G) \ {0} is also a Gröbner basis of an ideal I.
Theorem 17. Let G be a reduced Gröbner basis, then every element is Boolean closed.
S-polynomials are also defined similarly as in a polynomial ring over a field.
Definition 18. Let f = atr + f ′ and g = bsr + g ′ be polynomials where a = LC(f ), b = LC(g), tr = LT (f ) and sr = LT (g) for some power product t, s, r such that GCD(t, s) = 1, i.e. t and s do not contain a common variable. The polynomial bsf + atg = bsf ′ + atg ′ is called an S-polynomial of f and g and denoted by S(f, g).
As in a polynomial ring over a field, the following property is crucial for the construction of Gröbner bases.
Theorem 19. Let G be a finite set of polynomials such that each element of G is Boolean closed. Then, G is a Gröbner basis if and only if S(f, g) * → G 0 for any pair f, g of G.
For any given finite set F , using our monomial reductions, we can always construct a Gröbner basis of F by computing Boolean closures and S-polynomials with the following algorithms. It is also easy to construct a stratified Gröbner basis from a Gröbner basis.
Algorithm BC
Algorithm GBasis Input: F a finite subset of B[X], > a term order of T (X) Output: G a Gröbner basis of F w.r.t. > begin G = BC(F ) while there exists two polynomials p, q ∈ G such that S(p, q) * → G h for some non-zero polynomial h which is irreducible by → G G = G∪BC({h}) end.
Since any element of a Boolean ring is idempotent, a Boolean polynomial ring is more natural to work on. We can also define Gröbner bases in Boolean polynomial rings. A power product X . . , b k of B and distinct Boolean power products t 1 , . . . , t k . We call b 1 t 1 + · · · + b k t k the canonical representation of f (X). Since BT (X) is a subset of T (X), a term order ≥ on T (X) is also defined on BT (X). Given such a term order ≥, we use the same notations LT (f ), LM (f ), LC(f ) and Rd(f ) as before, which are defined by using its canonical representation. We also use the same notations LT (F ) and LM (F ) for a set F of Boolean polynomials as before. 
Example 3. The following left constraints with unknown set variables X and Y and an unknown element variable a is equivalent to the right system of equations of a Boolean polynomial ring B(X, Y, A), where B is a Boolean ring of sets and the variable A stands for the singleton {a}. We conclude this section with the following theorem, which is essentially a special instance of Theorem 2.3 of (30). Corollary 23. In a Boolean polynomial ring B k (X), let G be a finite set of Boolean closed Boolean polynomials. Then, G is a (reduced) Boolean Gröbner basis of an ideal I if and only if G i = {g i |g ∈ G} \ {0} is a (reduced) Gröbner basis of the ideal I i = {f i |f ∈ I} in B(X) for each i = 1, . . . , k.
Comprehensive boolean Gröbner bases
In a polynomial ring over a field, construction of a comprehensive Gröbner basis is not so simple in general. In order to get a uniform (with respect to parameters) representation of reduced Gröbner bases, we need to divide a parameter space into several partitions according to the conditions that parameters satisfy. (See (13; 16; 17; 28; 29; 31) .) The most crucial reason is that a polynomial ring over a field is not a field itself.
In our case, however, a Boolean polynomial ring is also a Boolean ring. This obvious fact enables us to easily construct a stratified comprehensive Boolean Gröbner basis. We do not even need to divide a parameter space.
In this section, we first present a naive method to construct comprehensive Boolean Gröbner bases, then we show an alternative method based on our recent result (9), which is much faster than the first naive method in most cases.
Naive method
In what follows, we use variablesĀ = A 1 , . . . , A m for parameters and variablesX = X 1 , . . . , X n for main variables. We also assume that some admissible term order on T (X) is given.
Definition 24. Let F = {f 1 (Ā,X), . . . , f l (Ā,X)} be a finite subset of a Boolean polynomial ring B(Ā,X).
′ (X) for any Boolean extension B ′ of B, i.e. a Boolean ring which includes B as a subring, and anyā = (a 1 , . . . , a m ) ∈ B ′m . G is also said to be stratified if G(ā) is stratified for anyā = (a 1 , . . . , a m ) ∈ B ′m .
Theorem 25. Let F = {f 1 (Ā,X), . . . , f l (Ā,X)} be a finite subset of a Boolean polynomial ring B(Ā,X). Considering B(Ā,X) as a Boolean polynomial ring (B(Ā))(X) with the coefficient Boolean ring B(Ā), let G = {g 1 (Ā,X), . . . , g k (Ā,X)} be a (stratified) Boolean Gröbner basis of the ideal F in this polynomial ring. Then G becomes a (stratified) comprehensive Boolean Gröbner basis of F .
proof Let B ′ be a Boolean extension of B. Note first that G is also a (stratified) Boolean Gröbner basis of F in (B ′ (Ā))(X). Therefore, it suffices to consider only specialization from B. Letā = a 1 , . . . , a m be an arbitrary m-tuple of elements of B. Note that the specialization of parametersĀ withā induces a homomorphism from B(Ā,X) to B(X). We clearly have
, where q(Ā)t is the Boolean leading monomial of g(Ā,X). In case q(ā)p(ā) = 0, certainly q(ā) = 0 and p(ā) = 0, so q(ā)t is the Boolean leading monomial of g(ā,X) and p(ā)ts is a monomial of f (Ā,X) and f (ā,X) → g(ā,X) h(ā,X). Otherwise, h(ā,X) = f (ā,X). In either case, we have
. Any Boolean polynomial in the ideal F (ā) is equal to f (ā,X) for some Boolean polynomial f (Ā,X) in the ideal F of (B(Ā))(X). Since G is a Boolean Gröbner basis of F , we have f (Ā,X) * → G 0. By the above observation, we have f (ā,X) * → G(ā) 0. This shows that G is a comprehensive Boolean Gröbner basis of F . Suppose G is stratified, then any element g of G is Boolean closed. So, if LC(g)(ā) = 0, then g(ā,X) must be equal to 0. Therefore, unless g(ā,X) = 0, we have LT (g(ā,X)) = LT (g(Ā,X)). Now it is clear that G(ā) is stratified. 2
Example 4. For the same ideal of Example 3, the stratified Boolean Gröbner basis of I in the Boolean polynomial ring (B(A))(X, Y ) has the following form:
From this, we can get the elimination ideal I∩B(A) = (1 + {2})A . Moreover, if we specialize the variable A with {2}, it becomes the stratified Boolean Gröbner basis {X + {1}, Y + {2}}.
Alternative method
Let F be a finite set of B(Ā,X). As is described in the previous subsection, a (stratified) Boolean Gröbner basis G computed in the Boolean polynomial ring (B(Ā))(X) becomes a (stratified) comprehensive Boolean Gröbner basis of F . When theX-eliminate portion F ∩B(Ā) is not a trivial ideal {0}, however, the size of G tends to be extremely big. In such a case, the computation often does not terminate within a practical time. In order to overcome this difficulty, a block term order is useful. We will show that a Boolean Gröbner basis computed with a block term order such thatX ≫Ā becomes a comprehensive Boolean Gröbner basis of F . In order to prove this fact, we need the following well-known fact which is easy in itself.
Lemma 26. Let R[Ā,X] be a polynomial ring with variablesĀ andX over a commutative ring R with an identity. Let I be an ideal of this polynomial ring. Let > be a block term order of T (Ā,X) such thatX ≫Ā and G be a Gröbner basis of I w.r.t. >. Then G is also a Gröbner basis of I w.r.t. >X regarding R[Ā,X] as a polynomial ring over the coefficient ring R [Ā] , that is {LM (g)|g ∈ G} = {LM (f )|f ∈ I} . Where >X denotes a restriction of > to T (X).
In the lemma, obviously we can replace R by a Boolean ring B, furthermore the lemma also holds if we replace R[Ā,X] and R[Ā] by B(Ā,X) and B(Ā) respectively. By this observation together with Theorem 25, the following theorem directly follows.
Theorem 27. Let G = {g 1 (Ā,X), . . . , g k (Ā,X)} be a Boolean Gröbner basis of F = {f 1 (Ā,X), . . . , f l (Ā,X)} in a Boolean polynomial ring B(Ā,X) w.r.t. a block term order > such thatX ≫Ā. Then G is a comprehensive Boolean Gröbner basis of F w.r.t. >X .
In the above theorem, G = {g 1 (ā,X), . . . , g k (ā,X)} may not be stratified or reduced even if G = {g 1 (Ā,X), . . . , g k (Ā,X)} is stratified, because G may not be reduced as a Boolean Gröbner basis in (B(Ā))(X). Let us conclude this section with the following obvious but important fact, which actually plays an important role in the application of Boolean Gröbner bases described in the next section.
Corollary 28. Let G = {g 1 (X), . . . , g k (X)} be a Boolean Gröbner basis of F = {f 1 (X), . . . , f l (X)} in a Boolean polynomial ring B(X)} w.r.t. a purely lexicographic term order such that X n > X n−1 > · · · > X 1 . Then G is a comprehensive Boolean Gröbner basis of F regarding X i , . . . , X 1 as parameters, for each i = 1, . . . , n − 1.
Applications
We discuss applications of Boolean Gröbner bases in this section. We first observe the following fact.
Theorem 29. Let F = {f 1 (X), . . . , f l (X)} be a finite set of Boolean polynomials in B(X) such that F is satisfiable, and G = {g 1 (X), . . . , g t (X)} be the stratified Boolean Gröbner basis of F w.r.t. a purely lexicographic term order such that
. . , a k X i+1 +b k be all the unary polynomials of the variable X i+1 which apper in {g 1 (c 1 , . . . , c i ,
} is a stratified Boolean Gröbner basis of the same ideal.
proof The first assertion is a direct consequence of Corollary 28 and a basic property of Gröbner bases. We show the second assertion. Note first that each polynomial in {a 1 X i+1 + b 1 , . . . , a k X i+1 + b k } is Boolean closed. Suppose otherwise, we have a nonzero constant in the ideal f 1 (c 1 , . . . , c i , X i+1 , . . . , X n ), . . . , f l (c 1 , . . . , c i , X i+1 , . . . , X n ) of B(X i+1 , . . . , X n ). Hence, the ideal is unstisfiable by the Boolean weak Nullstellensatz, which contradicts the Boolean extension theorem. Similarly an S-polynomial of any pair of {a 1 X i+1 +b 1 , . . . , a k X i+1 +b k } is equal to 0. Summarizing the above, we have a j b j = b j and a j b j ′ = a j ′ b j for each distict j and j ′ . With these equations, we can easily check that
2 For a given system of equations of a Boolean polynomial ring, once we have a staratified Boolean Gröbner basis w.r.t. a purely lexicographic term order, we can easily construct a specific solution by the above theorem. This method is also applicable when we are not interested in all solutions but only in some restricted solutions. We conlude the section with such an example.
A Sudoku puzzle can be considered as a system of equations of a certain Boolean polynomial ring. Though the most popular Sudoku puzzles are 9×9, we consider the following 4×4 Sudoku puzzle in order to make it easy to understand. We associate a variable X ij for each grid at the i-th row and the j-th column. This puzzle can be considered as a set constraint where each variable should be assigned a singleton set from 4 candidates {1}, {2}, {3}, {4} so that any distinct two variables which lie on a same row, column or block must be assigned different singleton sets. 3 variables are assigned singleton sets X 11 = {1}, X 23 = {3}, X 32 = {2} as the initial conditions. This constraint is translated into a system of equations of a Boolean polynomial ring B(X 11 , X 12 , . . . , X 44 ) with B = P({1, 2, 3, 4}) as follows:
on a same row, column or block. (3) (i,j)∈A X ij = 1(= {1, 2, 3, 4}) where A is a set of indices lying on a same row, column or block. (There are 12 such A's.) This puzzle is nothing but solving the above equations with a strong restriction that is each variable must be a singleton set. Unless we have this restriction, we can solve the equations by computing a stratified boolean Gröbner basis of the corresponding ideal as described above. The stratified Boolean Gröbner basis G w.r.t. a purely lexicographic term order such that X 44 > X 43 > · · · > X 12 > X 11 has the following form: G = {X 44 + {2}X 13 , X 43 + {4}X 31 + {2}X 13 + {2}, X 42 + {4}X 21 + {1}, X 41 + {4}X 31 + {4}X 21 + {3, 4}, X 34 + {4}X 13 + {3}, X 33 + {4}X 31 + {4}X 13 + {1, 4}, X 32 + {2}, {4}X 31 X 21 , {4}X 31 X 13 , (1+{4})X 31 , X 24 +{4}X 12 +{1}, X 23 +{3}, X 22 +{4}X 21 + {4}X 12 +{4}, {4}X 21 X 12 , (1+{4})X 21 +{2}, X 14 +{2, 4}X 13 +{4}X 12 +{2, 4}, {4}X 13 X 12 , (1 + {2, 4})X 13 , (1 + {4})X 12 + {3}, X 11 + {1}}. Though this Gröbner basis is not yet a solution of the constraint, it can be considered as a kind of compiled form of the Sudoku puzzle. That is, we do not need to know any rule of Sudoku puzzles, we can simply solve a unary equations step by step from the lowest variable to the highest variable in order to get a solution. In this example, X 11 already has a specific value {1}, the only singleton solution of the equation (1 + {4})X 12 + {3} = 0 is X 12 = {3}. Specializing X 11 with {1} and X 12 with {3}, G becomes {X 44 +{2}X 13 , X 43 + {4}X 31 + {2}X 13 + {2}, X 42 + {4}X 21 + {1}, X 41 + {4}X 31 + {4}X 21 + {3, 4}, X 34 + {4}X 13 + {3}, X 33 + {4}X 31 + {4}X 13 + {1, 4}, X 32 + {2}, {4}X 31 X 21 , {4}X 31 X 13 , (1 + {4})X 31 , X 24 + {1}, X 23 + {3}, X 22 + {4}X 21 + {4}, (1 + {4})X 21 + {2}, X 14 + {2, 4}X 13 + {2, 4}, (1 + {2, 4})X 13 }. The equation (1 + {2, 4})X 13 = 0 has two singleton solutions X 13 = {2} and X 13 = {4}. If we specialize X 13 with {4}, G becomes {X 44 , X 43 + {4}X 31 + {2}, X 42 + {4}X 21 + {1}, X 41 + {4}X 31 + {4}X 21 + {3, 4}, X 34 + {4} + {3}, X 33 + {4}X 31 + {1}, X 32 + {2}, {4}X 31 X 21 , {4}X 31 , (1 + {4})X 31 , X 24 + {1}, X 23 + {3}, X 22 + {4}X 21 + {4}, (1 + {4})X 21 + {2}, X 14 + {2}}. Obviously it has no singleton solutions since X 44 = 0. On the other hand, specializing X 13 with {2}, G becomes {X 44 + {2}, X 43 + {4}X 31 , X 42 + {4}X 21 + {1}, X 41 + {4}X 31 + {4}X 21 + {3, 4}, X 34 + {3}, X 33 + {4}X 31 +{1, 4}, X 32 +{2}, {4}X 31 X 21 , (1+{4})X 31 , X 24 +{1}, X 23 +{3}, X 22 +{4}X 21 + {4}, (1 + {4})X 21 + {2}, X 14 + {4}}. X 14 has a specific value {4} and X 21 has the only singleton solution {2}. Specializing X 14 with {4} and X 21 with {2}, G becomes X 44 + {2}, X 43 + {4}X 31 , X 42 + {1}, X 41 + {4}X 31 + {3, 4}, X 34 + {3}, X 33 + {4}X 31 + {1, 4}, X 32 + {2}, (1 + {4})X 31 , X 24 + {1}, X 23 + {3}, X 22 + {4}}. Now we have specific solutions X 22 = {4},X 23 = {3} and X 24 = {1}. The equation (1 + {4})X 31 = 0 has the only singleton solution X 31 = {4}. Specializing those values we finally get a solution X 44 = {2}, X 43 = {4}, X 42 = {1}, X 41 = {3}, X 34 = {3}, X 33 = {1}, X 32 = {2}, X 24 = {1}, X 23 = {3}, X 22 = {4}, X 14 = {4}, X 11 = {1}.
The above method is not only for solving Sudoku puzzles, it can handle any set constraint with additional restrictions such as singleton set solutions or non-empty set solutions. The above naive method is also sufficiently practical for 9 × 9 Sudoku puzzles. We can solve most Sudoku puzzles including variants such as diagonal Sudoku by the same program we implemented.
The 4 × 4 Sudoku puzzles are called Shidoku puzzles. In (1), a naive method to solve a Shidoku puzzle by computation of a Boolean Gröbner basis of a Boolean polynomial ring over the simplest coefficient Boolean ring GF 2 is discussed, where we have to use 4 3 = 64 variables. The method gives a canonical representation of the solutions of a given Shidoku puzzle. When there exists a unique solution, the computed Boolean Gröbner basis corresponds to it. The method is complete at least from a theoretical point of view. It does not need any pruned tree search as discussed above. However, for solving 9 × 9 Sudoku puzzles we have to use 9 3 = 729 variables, and the computations of Boolean Gröbner bases (or any other method to solve such Boolean equations) become extremely heavy.
In (11), more sophisticated techniques are proposed. We can solve set constraints with restrictions as described above by only computations of Boolean Gröbner bases w.r.t. any term order. We do not need any technique to optimize the tree search such as discussed in (2) . They are implemented in the computer algebra system Risa/Asir and released as a free software in (10).
Conclusion and Remarks
The origins of studies of Boolean Gröbner bases go back to the old works of (12) and (22) . They also deal with only Boolean polynomial rings over GF 2 . The first paper of Boolean Gröbner bases which discusses a general Boolean ring as a coefficient ring is (23) . The similar notion of monomial reductions of Boolean polynomials was independently discovered by (30) in a different situation, namely in a polynomial ring over a commutative von Neumann regular ring. These works led us to the discovery of the closed relationship between Boolean Gröbner bases and comprehensive Gröbner bases.
Other methods to solve Sudoku puzzles using Gröbner bases are also studied in several papers such as (1; 4; 7), however our approach with general Boolean Gröbner bases has brought us the first ever practical Sudoku solver by computations of Gröbner bases.
